Deli in a box

You’ve been given a gift of the Zingerman’s Jewish Deli Club! You’ll receive Jewish Deli favorites, delivered month after month. Just when the succulent sentiments start to fade and the kvetching threatens to start, the next box arrives. From classic Deli sandwiches to Jewish bakery favorites, there’s something for everyone from a boychik to a bubbe.

ABOUT ZINGERMAN’S

Zingerman’s Delicatessen opened in March 1982 with a staff of two, a small selection of great tasting specialty foods, a host of Jewish dishes and a short sandwich menu. The deli is still thriving, making corned beef reubens and cutting cheese to order. Today we’re also a family of small food-related companies all located in Ann Arbor, Michigan. We focus on traditionally made, full flavored foods—some very special, some everyday eaters, all of them, we believe, everyone can enjoy. We ship those foods nationwide, including the ones you’ll soon receive in this club.

Zingerman’s Mail Order | 888 636 8162 | service@zingermans.com | zingermans.com